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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,601,528 

STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL SHIELDING OF 
ELECTRON TUBES 

Harry Kenneth Isher, Floral Park, N.Y., assignor 
to Sylvania, Electric Products, Inc., a corpora 
tion of Massachusetts 

Application July 13, 1946, Serial No. 683,302 
(CI, 313-240) 31 Cains. 

This invention relates to electron tubes, more 
particularly to the electrode assemblies thereof, 
and also to Shielding arrangements for said elec 
trode assemblies. 

It is Well known that in electron tubes, particu 
larly multi-grid tubes adapted for operation at 
radio frequencies, the capacitances between elec 
trodes of the device combine with circuit ele 
ments to Which the tube is connected and that the 
influence of these capacitances must be consid 
ered in the Successful application of an electron 
tube. Usually it is desirable to reduce these 
capacitances to the lowest possible values and 
thereby to minimize their effects on the operation 
of the tube. Various electrode systems and struc 
tures are used to reduce inter-electrode capaci 
tances; in tetrode type tubes, for example, one 
of the functions of the screen grid is to reduce 
the capacitance between the anode and the con 
trol grid. Conductive shield members have also 
been used, 
An object of the invention is to provide an in 

proved construction and/or arrangement of the 
electrodes and shielding members in an electron 
tube, 
Another object is to provide an electron tube 

With very small capacitance between closely 
Spaced electrodes of the tube. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

novel structures for shields disposed between the 
anode and other electrodes of an electron tube. 
A further object is to provide an electron tube 

With a shielding system consisting of several 
component members forming a unitary construc 
tion. 
Other objects of the invention will manifest 

themselves as the description proceeds. 
A particular embodiment of the invention is 

illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a Side elevation of a complete electrode 
assembly; 

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view along line 2-2 
of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 3 is a sectional Side elevation of an elec 
tron tube embodying the electrode assembly of 
Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a top view of an anode section; 
Fig. 5 is a side elevational view of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is a bottom view along line 6-6 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the tube of Fig. 3 

draWnto approximately actual size; 
Fig. 8 is a greatly enlarged fragmentary view 

of an alternative construction of the lower end 
of the electrode assembly; 
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2 
. Fig. 9 is a Sectional view on line 9-9 of Fig. 8; 
and 

Fig. 10 is a perspective view, from the under 
side, of the lower mica, and parts aSSociated 
thereWith. 
The complete electron tube is shown in Fig. 7, 

and comprises generally an enclosing envelope 
hermetically sealed at one end with header 2 
through which pass leads 3, 4, 5, and 6. It will 
be noted that leads 3, 5, and 6, Fig. 1, and leads 
5 and 6, Figs. 2 and 3, have portions adjacent the 
lower mica wafer (hereinafter described) broken 
aWay. This is to avoid confusion in reading the 
drawings that might result in placing too many 
lines in limited SpaceS. Side Support rods or con 
ductors are also sealed into the header 2 for Sup 
porting the interior electrodes. The other end 
of the envelope tapers down to an hermetically 
sealed tip 7 through which passes a single lead 8. 
The interior structure of the tube may be more 
fully appreciated as viewed from three directions 
in FigS. 1, 2, and 3. 
The illustrated embodiment is a pentode tube 

containing filamentary cathode 35 and the con 
ventional group of three grids, i.e. control grid 
9, Screen grid , and Suppressor grid . The 
grids may each consist of a helical Winding Sup 
ported. On a pair of Side rods whose ends extend 
through top and bottom insulating discs or wafers 
2 and 3 respectively. The insulating disks are 

preferably made of thin refractory insulating ma 
terial. Such as mica. The mica discs 2 and 3 are 
provided with apertures for receiving various 
parts of the electrode assembly. 
The anode construction presently illustrated 

including two sections 4 and 5, which are, like 
the grids, supported between the top and bot 
tom micas 2 and 3. Each anode member may 
constitute a Section of a cylinder with a central 
longitudinal channel having a protruding tab 
On each end formed in the line of the channel 
and similarly shaped thereto. FigS. 4 and 5 
clearly illustrate the formation of the anode 
members and their protruding tabs. More par 
ticularly, see Fig. 1 showing section 15 having 
tabs 6 and , and section 4 provided with tabs 
8 and 9. 
AS previously noted anode sections 4 and 5 

are Supported betWeen the top and bottom mica, 
disks or wafers 2 and f3, however the anode 
Sections are further prevented from rotating and 
are held in the proper angular relationship to 
the grids by Slots punched in the micas which 
slots conform to the shape of the protruding tabs 
of the anode sections. When the tabs are in 
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serted in the mica slots, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3, it will be seen that rotation of the anode 
sections in either direction is minimized. 
The channels formed in the anode Sections 

function as reinforcing ribs, thus preventing 
buckling or bending of the anodes if the tube is 
subjected to violent mechanical shock. By mak 
ing the tab a continuation of the channel por 
tion, and having the same curvature thereof, both 
the channel and the tab may be formed in One 
operation. As a result of this construction it is 
easy to manufacture uniform anode sections at 
high speed production. 
The channels of the two anode sections, being 

curved inwardly, provide a convenient means in 
the tube for locating getter pellet 20 and 2, which 
may be secured in position by Welding, as shown 
in FigS. 1, 2, and 3. In the present embodiment 
the getter pellets consists of a metal holder con 
taining the getter material. While the envelope 
is being exhausted and the anode sections are 
being heated to drive out absorbed gases, the 
getter material inside the metal tube is vaporized 
and is Sprayed through a central aperture in the 
holder onto the interior surface of the envelope. 
According to the invention, capacitance be 

tween the anode sections and the grids and fila 
ment is reduced by side shields 22 and 23, which 
prevent electrostatic lines of flux from leaving 
the outside of the anode sections and returning 
to the grids through the sides of the tube nearest 
the grid side rods. The side shields are held 
between the top and bottom micas and are welded 
to side rods 24, 25, 26, and 27 which extend 
through holes in the micas. In this particular 
embodiment some of the rods are welded to leads 
sealed through the header which construction 
aids in supporting the entire electrode assembly. 
For instance the lead 4 to which rod 25 is welded 
extends entirely through the header and Serves 
as a lead for making electrical connections to 
the side shield 22. Side rod 26 is connected to 
shield 23 by another shield in a manner which 
Will hereinafter be described. 

It will be observed that the shields 22 and 23 
have approximately the same curvature as the 
anode sections 4 and 5 so that when these 
shield and plate elements are alternately dis 
posed with respect to one another they form 
substantially a hollow conductive cylinder which 
surrounds the grids and filamentary cathode. In 
the arrangement illustrated in the drawing these 
shield and plate elements are just positioned 
and interposed providing a generally cylindrical 
shield of four sections, two oppositely disposed 
sections forming the anode and the other two 
sections forming the side shields. 
The anode sections are connected together by 

connector 28 which may be a loop of wire with 
one end welded to tab 8 of anode section 4 
and the other end welded to tab 6 of anode 
section 5. External electrical connections to 
the anode sections is made by lead 8 welded to 
the center of anode connector 28 and Sealed 
through the tip 7 which closes the upper end of 
the envelope . 
In order to minimize the capacitance between 

anode lead at the end and the grid I provide a 
top shield 29 between the anode lead and con 
nector and the upper ends of the filamentary 
cathode and the grids which extend through the 
top mica wafer. As shown in Figs. 1 and 3, in 
this particular embodiment the top shield 29 is 
roughly a half cylinder welded near each corner 
to one of the rods 24, 25, 26, and 27 to which 
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4 
rods the side shields 22 and 23 are also welded, 
as noted above. The top shield 29 thus pro 
vides a connection between side shields 22 and 
23, and constitutes, with the side shields, part 
of a unitary Shield structure, all of which mem 
bers are directly connected and of the same po 
tential. It will be understood that any other 
Suitable means may be employed for determining 
the potentials of the shield sections during oper 
ation of the device. 
The shielding of the anode from the remain 

ing portions of the electrode structure below 
the bottom mica f3 is providing bottom shields 
30 and 3?. Bottom shield 30 is welded to rod 
24 below the bottom mica, as shown in Figs. 1, 3, 
and 6, and extends out into the space between 
tab on anode section 5 and the lower end 
of the grid side rods and the filament which 
parts project below the bottom mica, thus cut 
ting off the electrostatic lines of flux which would 
otherwise pass directly between tab 7 and those 
portions of the other electrode below the bottom 
mica. Some electrostatic flux would also pass 
through the bottom mica and to the upper por 
tions of the grid and filament from tab 7, and 
these also are blocked by shield 30, although 
the principal effect of shield 30 is between the 
tab and the lower ends of the other electrodes. 
Shield 3 is welded to rod 26 and performs the 
Sane shielding function for tab 9 of anode sec 
tion f 4. 
The filamentary cathode 35 (shown in broken 

lines Fig. 1) is secured between top and bottom 
Supports 36 and 37, respectively, but only the 
bottom support 37 is shown in detail. (See Figs. 
1, 2, 3, and 6.) The lower end of the cathode 
35 is provided with a connector 38 which later 
engages a slot formed in the support 37. The 
Support 37 is carried by lead wire 4 which is 
Welded to the side rod 25 and is mounted below 
the bottom mica. 3. The fact that the support 
37 is carried by the rod 25, which rod forms part 
of an integral structure comprising the shielding 
System of the tube, incorporates the support 37 
into Said Systems as a component member adapted 
to function as electrode support and also as a 
shielding element. Such an arrangement is of 
particular value where the electrodes of the tube 
are closely spaced as in the case of miniature 
tubes. 
The side shields, the bottom shields, and top 

shield and cathode support are thus all directly 
connected together and form a unitary shielding 
arrangement, the potentials during operation of 
all parts being determined Such as being at the 
Same potential. To the extent that shielding at 
all sides is not necessary for a particular applica 
tion the separate top, bottom, and side shields 
may be used individually if desired. 
A structural feature of the illustrated embodi 

ment of the invention is the manner in which the 
top and bottom micas are held firmly against 
the anode Sections and the side shields. Thus 
the top shield 29 is welded to the support rods 
and is held firmly against the top mica, so that 
after the welding process the mica is held between 
the top shield and the side shields. Similarly the 
bottom mica is held between the side shields and 
the bottom shields. 
In Some instances it might be preferred to bring 

the anode lead 8 out through the bottom of the 
tube instead of out through the top, as shown 
in Figs. 1 to 7. One such modification is illus 
trated in FigS. 8 to 10, and in order to effect this 
change in structure, slight variations in the 
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arrangement and design of tube parts were Elec 
essary, particularly those comprising the shield 
ing system. For example, it will be noted that 
the header 2a is somewhat different in design 
from the header 2, this difference being dictated 
by the desire to retain the same or commensurate 
shielding effects Secured by the form of general 
construction shown in Figs. 1 to 7. Because of 
the general similarity between the two modifica 
tions the same reference characters indicate like 
or corresponding parts, and by comparison of 
Figs, 8 to 19 with Figs. 1 to 6, any difference in 
construction will be readily appreciated. It will 
be understood however that any structural 
changes made are limited primarily to the ar 
rangement of the shielding system, and that the 
electrode assembly is substantially the same in 
both instances. The shield structure and Sup 
porting structure at the upper extremity of the 
tube formed by shield in ember 28 and connecting : 
In ember 23 remains the same in both instances. 
However, in the embodiment shown in FigS. 8, 9, 
10, the anode lead projects through the headel 
rather than through the sealing tip. 

It will be noted that the lead 88. Which COrie 
sponds to the anode lead 3 of Figs. 1 and 3 is 
taken out through the header 2. A center Spud 
of lead 3b is connected by a strap 30 to the lead 
3a, and this arrangement constitutes a departure 
in the form of shielding of the control grid 9 from 3: 
the anode lead 88. However, it will be observed 
that the center Spud 3b is connected to the Same 
lead for the side shields 22 and 23; it therefore 
constitutes a part of the shielding System, and 
shields the control grid lead 58 from the anode 3. 
lead which is located on the inside of the 
header 28. 
The shield 3 a. is a modification of the shield 

3, and as will be noticed, extends from the bot 
ton of the lower mica 3 to the header 28, and 
is connected to the side shield 22. The shield 
3 a shields the plate lead 88 from practically all 
the other leads, especially from the control grid 
lead 58. In the present modification the control 
grid 9 is connected to the lead 5 by means of a 
strap 58. It may be pointed out that the bottom 
shield 33 is the saime in both constructions, and 
functions to shield the tab of the anode Sec 
tion 5. 
Another structural distinction in the present 

nodification relates to the mounting of the bot 
ton filament support. 38; it is attached to the 
header 28 by means of lead 39, instead of being 
fastened to the side rod 25 as in the case of the 
support 37, shown in FigS. 1 and 2. 
Additional shield members A and & 2 are pro 

vided to supplement the side shields 22 and 23, 
said members being connected to grid Side rods 
25 and 2, and 25 and 28, respectfully. The prin 
cipal function of the members is and f2 is to 
shield the anode sections 5 and it, respectively, 
more securely from the ends of the grid side rods 
28, 25, 26, and 27, which ends protrude or extend 
through the mica. 3. By this arrangerinent more 
effective shielding is obtained, especially from the 
ends of the side rods of the control grid 9. Of 
course the principal object of the whole shielding 
system is to reduce to a minimum the capacity 
between the control grid and the anode members. 

It will be understood that the rods on Which 
the shields are mounted may be attached to the 
header in any other suitable manner. Also, the 
shape of the anode sections and the shape of the 
top, side, and bottom shields may be varied to 
Suit the requirements of a particular design, and 
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6 
variations will occur to those skilled in the art 
while practicing the invention. 

Therefore, although I have shown and de 
scribed particular embodiments of my invention, 
I do not desire to be limited to the embodiments 
Set forth. It is my intention to cover all such 
nodifications as conne Within the Scope of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electron tube having a shield comprising 

first, second and third sections, electrode locat 
ing insulating wafers between said first and Sec 
ond sections and said second and third sections 
and shield portions extending through said Wa 
fers for interconnecting said shield sections and 
for confining said wafers between said shield 
Sections. 

2. An electron tube having a cathode, at least 
one control electrode and an anode having at 
least one terminal projection, a pair of insulat 
ing wafer's terminated by said terminal projec 
tions and establishing the relative position of Said 
electrodes a three-part shield assembly compris 
ing a first, a second and a third shield portion, 
said shield portions being Separated by Said wa 
fers and having portions extending through said 
Wafers for electrical and mechanical intercoil 
nection, said portions being of such short extent, 
that the Wafers are confined by the said shield 
portions. 

3. In an electron tube, a shielding System in 
cluding a plurality of shield components, one of 
Said components comprising a pair of Spaced 
apart side shields, a Second component compris 
ing a pair of bottom shields, and a third com 
ponent comprising a top shield, all of said con 
ponents being interconnected electrically and a 
pair of electrode locating insulated wafers, at 
the ends of said side shield and between said 

{) bottom and top shields. 
4. In an electron tube having an anode ele 

ment, a cathode and a control grid, a shielding 
System including a plurality of shield componentS 
of equal potential, one of said components comi 
prising a top shield, a second component com 
prising a pair of side shields associated with the 
anode element, a third component comprising a 
pair of botton Shields, and a fourth component 
comprising a fixed radially extending support for 
the cathode, said support being adapted to shield 
the control grid from the anode. 

5. In an electron tube, a cathode, and a shield 
ing System Comprising a plurality of component 
shielding members, one of said members consti 
tuting a cathode connector and Support. 

6. In an electron tube having a Cathode and 
a control grid, a shielding System including a 
plurality of component shielding members, one 
of said members constituting a relatively fixed 
Support for the cathode, said Support also form 
ing a shield for the control grid. 

7. In an electron tube, a cathode, a control 
grid encircling said cathode, a multi-sectional 
anode, multi-sectional shielding means adapted 
to shield said control grid, the Sections of said 
anode and shielding means being mounted al 
ternately in a compact and generally cylindrical 
shape. 

8. An electron tube comprising an hermetically 
Sealed envelope containing a plurality of elec 
trodes including a cathode, a control grid encir 
cling said cathode an anode and a shield for said 
anode, said anode and said shield comprising a 
generally hollow conductive cylinder divided into 
a plurality of sections, said anode constituting 
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sections being connected together and said shield 
sections being connected together, said anode and 
shield sections being arranged in alternation. 

9. An electron tube comprising an hermetically 
sealed envelope containing a cathode, a control 
grid encircling the cathode and a screen grid, a 
first anode member, a first Shielding member, a 
second anode member, and a second shielding 
member, said anode and shielding members being 
sequentially spaced with respect to one another 
and Surrounding said cathode and said grids, Said 
shielding members being insulated from Said 
Screen grid. 

10. An electron discharge device including a 
pair of apertured insulating wafers, a relatively 
long and narrow anode confined between Said 
wafers, said anode being provided with a longi 
tudinal strengthening rib terminating at each 
end in an extending mounting tab forming a 
continuation of said rib and passing through arc 
uate apertures in said wafers, the curvature of 
said apertures conforming to the shape of Said 
tabs. 

11. An electron discharge device including a 
pair of parallel spaced-apart insulating wafers, a 
pair of parallel spaced-apart anode Sections per 
pendicular to said wafers and confined between 
said wafers, said anode sections having a single 
tab projecting from each end through apertures 
in said wafers, and a bridging connector for elec 
trically and mechanically connecting the tabs of 
said anodes which project through one of said 
Wafer.S. 

12. An electron tube comprising a hermetically 
sealed envelope containing a plurality of elec 
trodes including a grid and an anode member 
provided with a longitudinal reinforcing rib por 
tion terminating at each end, and having pro 
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jecting tab sections, insulating wafers for posi 
tioning said electrodes and apertured to retain 
said projecting tab sections in fixed position, and 
shield members between said tabs and said grid 
for shielding said projecting tab Sections from 
Said grid. 

13. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode a S 
sembly including a sectional anode having a 
channel and end projections extending in axial 
alignment with said channel, said projections 
having the same shape as said channel, and an 
insulating member having apertures adapted to 
receive said projections, said anode Sections being 
located in position with respect to the adjacent 
ends of the remainder of said electrode assen 
bly by said projections engaging Said apertures. 

14. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
sembly including a cathode and a plurality of 
grids, a first arcuate anode element, a first ar 
cuate shielding element, a second arcuate anode 
element, and a Second arcuate shielding element, 
said shielding and anode elements being alter 
nately disposed around said cathode and said 
grids in cylindrical array, means connecting said 
anode elements together, and a third shielding 
member positioned between said connecting 
means and said cathode and grids. 

15. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode a S 
sembly including a cathode and a plurality of 
grids, a first anode member, a first shielding 
member, a second anode member and a second 
shielding member, said members being alter 
nately spaced around said cathode and said grids, 
means connecting said anode members, and a 
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8 
third shielding member between said cathode and 
grids, and connecting means, said third shield 
ing member being attached to said first shielding 
member and said second shielding member. 

16. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing a cathode, a grid 
encircling said cathode, an anode, and a shield 
connected to Said cathode, said anode and Said 
shield comprising a hollow conductive cylinder 
divided into four sections, said anode comprising 
tWo Spaced-apart sections of said cylinder and 
said shield comprising the remaining two sec 
tions of said cylinder. 

17. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally Sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
Sembly including a cathode, a grid encircling said 
cathode, an anode, and a first shield connected 
to said cathode, said anode and said first shield 
comprising a hollow conductive cylinder divided 
into four Sections, said anode comprising two 
Spaced apart Sections of said cylinder and said 
first shield comprising the remaining sections of 
Said cylinders, and an insulating disc at each 
end of said cylinder, projections on said Sections 
comprising said anode extending through aper 
tures in each of Said discs the connection be 
tWeen Said first shield and said first cathode being 
a flat strip lying in a plane normal to one of 
Said discs. 

18. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing a plurality of 
electrodes including an anode and a first shield 
for Said anode, said anode and said first shield 
comprising a hollow conductive cylinder divided 
into four Sections, said anode comprising two 
non-adjacent Sections of said cylinder, said first 
Shield comprising the remaining two sections of 
Said cylinder, an apertured insulating disc at one 
end of Said cylinder, tabs on said anode extend 
ing through apertures in said disc, conducting 
means connected to Said tabs, a second shield be 
tween Said conducting means and said insulat 
ing disc, and means including conducting mem 
berS extending through said insulating disc for 
connecting said first shield and said second 
Shield. 

19. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally Sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
Sembly including an anode and a first shield for 
Said anode, said anode and said first shield com 
prising a hollow conducting cylinder divided into 
four Sections, said anode comprising two non 
adjacent Sections of said cylinder, said first shield 
comprising the remaining sections of said cylin 
der, means connecting said anode sections, a 
Second shield connecting said first shield and dis 
posed between said anode connecting means and 
the remainder of said electrode assembly, means 
for Supporting said anode sections including pro 
jections on Said Sections and an insulator having 
apertures adapted to receive said projections, and 
additional shielding means disposed between said 
projections and the remainder of said electrode 
assembly. 

20. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally Sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
Sembly including apertured insulating members 
for Supporting the electrodes, an anode having 
projections extending through apertures in said 
insulating members, and conductive shield mem 
bers disposed between said projections and the 
remainder of said electrode assembly. 

21. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
Sembly including a first and a second anode sec 
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tion, means within said envelope conductively 
connecting said anode sections, and a conductive 
shield member disposed between said connecting 
means and the remainder of said electrode as Sembly. 

22. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed enveolpe containing an electrode aS 
sembly including two anode sections, means con 
necting said anode sections, means including a 
conductor sealed through said envelope for mak 
ing electrical connection to said means connect 
ing said anode sections, and a shield member dis 
posed between said means connecting said anode 
sections and the remainder of Said electrode 
system. 

23. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode a S 
sembly including an anode and a first shield 
for said anode, said anode and said first shield 
comprising a hollow conducting cylinder divided 
into four sections, said anode comprising two 
non-adjacent sections of Said cylinder and Said 
first shield comprising the remaining sections of 
said cylinder, a projecting tab on each of the 
ends of the two anode sections, top and botton 
mica discs provided with perforations adapted to 
accommodate said tabs and Support the anode 
structure therebetween, a connector having its 
ends attached to the tabs extending through the 
top mica, a lead-in Wire sealed through the top 
of the tube envelope and attached to said con 
nector, a cathode and a plurality of grids Sup 
ported by said discs Within said cylinder, the ends 
of said cathode and said grids extending through 
the perforations in said top and bottom disc re 
spectively, a second shield between said connec 
tor and said ends of said cathode and said grids, 
support rods extending through said top disc and 
serving to connect said first and second shields, 
additional shields between the tabs projecting 
from the bottom discs and extending beyond the 
ends of said cathode and said grids, and Said 
support rods passing through the bottom disc for 
connecting said first shield and said bottom 
shields. 

24. An electron tube comprising an hermeti 
cally sealed envelope containing an electrode as 
sembly including an anode and a first shield for 
said anode, said anode and said first Shield com 
prising a hollow conductive cylinder divided into 
four sections, said anode comprising two formed 
non-adjacent sections of said cylinder having 
longitudinal channels, said first shield compris 
ing the remaining sections of said cylinder, a 
getter pellet fastened in each of said channels 
of said anode sections of said cylinder, a first 
slotted mica, disc at one end of said cylinder, a 
tab on each section of said cylinder comprising 
part of said anode, said tabs extending through 
slots in said mica, disc for locating said anode, a 
first conductive member having one end attached 
to each of said tabs, a second conductive men 
ber sealed through said envelope and attached 
to said first conductive member, a second slotted 
mica disc at the other end of said cylinder, a 
cathode and a plurality of grids Supported by 
said discs within said cylinder, the ends of Said 
cathode and said grids extending through aper 
tures in said discs, a second shield between said 
first conductive member and said ends of Said 
Cathode and said grids, means including men 
bers extending through said first disc for con 
necting said first shield and said second shield, 
tabs on the end of Said anode extending through 
slots in said second disc, Shields between said 
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10 
tabs and the ends of said cathode and said grids, 
and members passing through said Second disc 
for connecting said first shield and Said last men 
tioned shields. 

25. In an electron tube, a shield construction 
comprising a main assembly formed of a plu 
rality of Sub-assemblies, One of Said Sub-assem 
blies comprising a pair of side shields mounted 
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between a first mica, disc and a second mica, disc, 
said side shields being secured to a plurality of 
Support rods, a Second Sub-assembly Comprising 
a top shield connected to a given set of said Sup 
port rods, said first mica disc being confined be 
tween said top shield and said side shields, and 
a third Sub-assembly comprising a pair of bot 
tom shields secured to another set of said Sup 
port rods, Said second mica, being confined be 
tween said bottom shields and said side shields, 
certain rods of the two sets being common to 
more than one of said sub-assemblies, whereby 
Said Sub-assemblies are interconnected forming a 
unitary structure. 
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26. In an electron tube, an envelope hermeti 
cally Sealed at One end by a header, said en 
velope containing an electrode assembly and a 
shielding system therefor, said electrode assem 
bly including an anode and a control grid, said 
Shielding System including shield members for 
Said anode and said grid, one of said anode shields 
comprising a shielding member carried by said 
header, and a lead-in wire sealed through said 
header and connected to said anode, whereby 
the anode lead is taken out through the botton 
of the tube and is shielded in part from the con 
trol grid by the shielding member. 

27. In an electron tube, an hermetically sealed 
envelope containing an electrode assembly and a 
Shielding System including a plurality of shield 
components, one of said components comprising 
a pair of side shields associated with a sectional 
anode, Said anode section and side shields form 
ing a generally hollow-cylinder, a lead-in wire 
connected to said anode and sealed through a 
header closing the envelope of the tube, and a 
Shielding member supported upon said header 
and connected to said side shields, said shielding 
member thus forming a component of said shield 
ing System and affording additional shielding 
in eans for shielding the control grid lead from 
the anode lead. 

28. An electron tube comprising an envelope 
hermetically sealed at one end by a header, said 
envelope containing a plurality of electrodes sup 
ported between top and bottom mica, discs pro 
Vided with perforations, said perforations being 
adapted to accommodate the projecting ends of 
Side rods to which the electrodes are secured, 
lead-in Wires Sealed through said header and 
connected to said electrodes, and means for 
Shielding the ends of said side rods projecting 
through said botton disc, said shielding means 
Comprising conductive members carried below 
the bottom disc and interposed between the elec 
trode leads and the lower ends of the support 
WeS. 

29. An electron tube comprising an envelope 
hernetically sealed at one end by a header, said 
envelope containing an electrode assembly in 
cluding a cathode, an anode and a plurality of 
grids; a shielding System including a shielding 
component for each of said electrodes; lead-in 
Wires Sealed through said header and connected 
Severally to Said electrodes, said shielding con 
ponents being interconnected to a system of sup 
port rods, one of Said shield components being 
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anchored in the header and connected to the 
support rods for the cathodes, whereby the capac 
ity between the control grid lead and anode lead 
is greatly reduced. 

30. An electron tube having a central cathode, 
a control grid surrounding the cathode, and an 
anode, an insulated wafer for establishing the 
relative position of said electrodes, said elec 
trodes having projections penetrating said Wa 
fers, an envelope enclosing said electrodes includ 
ing a header having a cathode lead projecting 
therefrom adjacent the periphery of said header 
and an edgeWise extending shielding plate in 
terconnecting the cathode and said Cathode lead. 

31. An electron tube having a central cathode, 
a control grid surrounding the cathode, and an 
anode, an insulated wafer for establishing the 
relative position of electrodes, said electrodes 
having projections penetrating said Wafers for 
said purposes, an envelope enclosing said elec- 2 
trodes including an end Wall having a Cathode 
lead adjacent the periphery, and an edgewise 
shield plate interconnecting the said cathode and 
cathode lead and positioned between said Con 
trol grid and the anode. 

EARRY KENNETH SHIER, 
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